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Abstract

Mutations alter the nucleotide sequence of the DNA. They may affect the organism’s phenotype,
which can play a key role in bacterial adaptation and transformation to changing environments. Some
of these mutations even appear to be beneﬁcial to the organism. However, creationists have tended to
offer an inconsistent or incomplete perspective of “beneﬁcial mutations” within a creation framework. This
includes the frequent denial that mutations can ever provide a beneﬁcial phenotype, and the concept
that “beneﬁcial mutations” are merely an evolutionist exaggeration.
In bacteria, a wide range of mutations can be shown to provide a beneﬁcial phenotype to the cell.
These beneﬁts are often of sufﬁcient phenotypic affect that they can undergo strong positive selection.
But, the beneﬁts are generally temporary and limited. Some common examples of beneﬁcial mutations
are those involved in bacterial antibiotic resistance. These mutations potentially enable the bacterium
to survive exposure to various antibiotics, but the resistance results from loss or reduction of pre-existing
activities such as enzymatic, regulatory, or transport systems. Bacteria also can undergo adaptive mutation;
a phenomenon used by bacteria to survive very speciﬁc stressful conditions. The exact mechanism is
controversial because some results suggest a directed mutation speciﬁcally enabling adaptation to the
environment, but at a mutation rate higher than random mutations would produce. Various mutations have
also been found that enable bacteria to survive temporary exposure to high temperatures or starvation.
Such mutations usually involve loss of certain sigma factors, reduction of DNA repair, or loss of speciﬁc
regulatory controls. Other examples include several subpopulations of mutant strains of bacteria obtained
over a period of up to 20,000 generations. These mutants have a greater “ﬁtness” than the wild-type strain.
However, analysis showed that most contained deletion mutations in various genes.
Each of these examples, as well as numerous others, involves certain environmental conditions that
make these mutations phenotypically beneﬁcial. However, these mutations frequently eliminate or reduce
pre-existing cellular systems and functions. This has been referred to as antagonistic pleiotropy; meaning
the cell experiences a trade-off where a temporary beneﬁt for surviving one environmental condition is
provided at the expense of systems used for other environments. If the environmental conditions change,
the mutation usually becomes less beneﬁcial and perhaps even detrimental. Hence, these mutations do
not provide a genetic mechanism that accounts for the origin of biological systems or functions. Rather,
they require the prior existence of the targeted cellular systems. As such, beneﬁcial mutations of bacteria ﬁt
concisely within a creation model where (a) biological systems and functions were fully formed at creation,
(b) subsequent mutations can provide conditional beneﬁts that enable the organism to survive harsh postFall conditions even though the mutation is generally degenerative, and (c) most bacteria need the ability
to rapidly adapt to ever changing environments and food sources.
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Introduction
All DNA appears to have the potential for mutation. A mutation can be simply deﬁned as a change in the DNA
nucleotide sequence compared to a wild-type sequence.1 These mutations often alter the organism’s phenotype,
which can play a key role in biological adaptation and transformation. Many mutations clearly are deleterious to
the organism, probably even lethal. Other types of mutations appear to provide some, albeit, temporary beneﬁt.
Creationists have tended to offer inconsistent evaluations of such “beneﬁcial” mutations. Morris2 categorized
beneﬁcial mutations as a prediction of an evolutionary model, implying their occurrence is inconsistent with a
creation model. Other creationists have denied that mutations ever provide a beneﬁcial phenotype.
However, a wide range of mutations can be shown to provide a beneﬁcial phenotype to an organism. These
beneﬁts are often of sufﬁcient phenotypic affect that they can undergo strong positive selection. Such beneﬁts,
though, are often temporary and limited.
Bacteria are asexual microorganisms that can rapidly reproduce. While it would appear that bacterial offspring
are effectively a clone of the parent, this genetic homogeneity would reduce a bacterial population’s ability
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to quickly respond to changing environments. Instead, bacteria have numerous mechanisms for introducing
genetic variation into a growing population.3 These mechanisms, combined with their rapid reproduction and
large population sizes, enable bacteria to quickly and effectively adapt to a variety of environmental changes.
Because of these features, bacteria have become a popular system for studying mutations and alleged
evolutionary transformations.4,5 A variety of mutations have been studied in bacteria. Many are clearly
deleterious, but examples of advantageous or “beneﬁcial” mutations can also be found.
Many published examples of beneﬁcial mutations are actually proposed historical reconstructions of possible
past mutational events. While such reconstructions may accurately represent a mutation’s history, it is still
a speculated history. In fact, most reconstructions also are based more upon evolutionary supposition than
genetic plausibility. Instead, in this paper we will focus upon those mutations where both the wild-type and
mutant strain can be empirically compared side-by-side, and the mutation history is clearly documented. Also,
some beneﬁcial mutations have resulted from directed genetic engineering. Such engineered alterations do
not necessarily represent naturally occurring mutations, rather they are illustrations of theoretical genetic
possibilities. In fact, they are genetic possibilities that can result from a guiding intelligence.
Examples of Beneﬁcial Mutations
Mutations during multiple generations
Lenski et al.6 determined that after 10,000 generations in the same cultivation conditions, a population of
Escherichia coli contained a diversity of mutant strains. Each of these mutants had an increased adaptation
to the cultivation condition, manifesting itself in a 50% greater relative ﬁtness compared to the parental wildtype. Thus, the mutations appeared to be beneﬁcial, and were positively selected.
Subsequent genetic analysis of some of these E. coli mutants found that they possessed insertion sequences
(IS elements; a small segment of DNA that can insert into numerous sites of the chromosome). These IS elements
were indigenous to the chromosome, and their activity did not depend on horizontal transfer from neighboring
cells. Movement of these elements produced various insertional mutations in the E. coli chromosome.7 In fact,
these types of mutations appear to be the primary function of these IS elements.8 These insertional mutations
either create “knockout mutations”, disrupting gene function or genetic activity at the point of insertion, or they
may carry a promoter or other regulatory segments that activate adjacent genes.9 One speciﬁc IS disruption of
gene activity in some of the mutants was the loss of the ribose operon.10
No speciﬁc explanation has yet been offered of how IS-mediated disruptions are advantageous, but
“antagonistic pleiotropy” has been proposed.11 This pleiotropy suggests that a mutation can be beneﬁcial in
one type of environment and deleterious for a different environment. Thus, the cell seems to readily sacriﬁce a
system not essential to a given environment, if it in some way helps adaptation to that environment.
After 20,000 generations, additional E. coli mutant strains were isolated that also appeared to be positively
selected. Some of these strains had a reduced expression of ﬂagella-encoding (ﬂg) genes.12 Since the parental
wild-type was non-motile, maintenance of the unused ﬂagella-encoding genes was likely an unnecessary burden
in the cultivation conditions. This provides another example of genomic truncation leading to antagonistic
pleiotropy.
A second group of mutants from the same study probably involved a mutation in the regulatory control of
spoT.13 This mutation can subsequently result in reduction of ppGpp concentration, a molecule involved in stress
response.14 Reduction of ppGpp concentration, in turn, may increase tRNA and rRNA expression.15 Increased
RNA can contribute to increased growth rate of the mutants.16
All the E. coli mutants detected within 20,000 generations appear to ﬁt the description of antagonistic
pleiotrops. The beneﬁcial mutations are very environmentally speciﬁc, and a change in this environment often
negates the beneﬁt of the mutation. When repeatedly cultivated in a constant environment, it is not surprising
that an organism would reduce its genome of some unused genes and functions. Mutants of E. coli obtained after
20,000 generations at 37°C were less “ﬁt” than the wild-type strain when cultivated at either 20°C or 42°C.17
Other E. coli mutants obtained after 20,000 generations in medium where glucose was their sole catabolite
tended to lose the ability to catabolize other carbohydrates.18 Such a reduction can be beneﬁcially selected
only as long as the organism remains in that constant environment. Ultimately, the genetic effect of these
mutations is a loss of a function useful for one type of environment as a trade-off for adaptation to a different
environment.
Stress Survival
Adaptive mutation
In a broad context, adaptive mutation has been deﬁned as that collection of growth-independent mutations that
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Figure 1. Transformation of Escherichia coli with the F′
plasmid containing the lac operon. The operon possesses
a + 1 frameshift, so it is unable to express genes for
lactose catabolism. Following speciﬁc cultivation
conditions with lactose containing medium, the lactose
operon on some of the plasmids revert to lac +.
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enhance the cell’s survival and growth when confronted
with stressful and growth-limiting environments.19 As
such, various examples of beneﬁcial mutations are a
form of adaptive mutation. Interestingly, adaptive
mutations appear to be mutations that arise speciﬁcally
in response to the environment.
The initial observed behavior of adaptive mutations
suggested they arise from non-random mutations
that are directed speciﬁcally to adapt to a particular
environmental cue or stressor.20, 21 Hence, they were
originally termed “directed mutations” because they
appeared to be non-randomly generated mutations.
However, other mutations often occur concurrently
with “directed” mutations that are not directly a result
of environmental responses.22
Early work on adaptive mutations involved Lacstrains of E. coli or Salmonella enterica with an F′
plasmid containing a copy of the lac operon with
a + 1 frameshift (Figure 1). This frameshift renders
the operon inactive. While the cells initially remain
phenotypically Lac- with this plasmid, after cultivation
on medium with lactose as the sole energy source, Lac+
revertants developed at a rate higher than predicted
from random mutation.23 In addition, the culture

experienced no overall net growth.24
There is some controversy about the nature of adaptive mutations. Are directed mutations speciﬁcally arising
due to selective pressure, almost in a Lamarckian fashion? Or, are mutations occurring in a more conventional,
random manner, and selection processes effectively produce the appearance of “directed” mutations? Focusing
on the Lac- mutant experiment described above as the model study system, three models have been proposed
for adaptive mutation.
For these Lac+ revertants to occur during a phase of stationary growth (that is, no net growth) requires
various recombination enzymes, such as RecA25 and induction of the SOS DNA damage response regulon.26 In
particular, the error-prone DNA polymerase IV may have signiﬁcant involvement. Based on this, one model
proposed is the recombination-dependent mutation model (also known as directed mutation).27 This complicated
model assumes the mutated lac operon on the plasmid is “leaky,” enabling enough lactose catabolism to provide
sufﬁcient energy for a low level of DNA replication (Figure 2). Even though conjugation is not occurring, the
conjugal origin on the F' plasmid sustains persistent nicks. When the DNA replication fork encounters these
nicks, the fork collapses and creates a double-strand end on the plasmid. This double strand end initiates the
dsDNA break repair system in the cell involving the recombination enzyme, RecA. RecA catalyzes invasion of a
single DNA strand into this double-strand break, priming DNA synthesis. If the error prone DNA polymerase
IV is recruited for the DNA synthesis, an increased number of mutations are potentially introduced in the
inactive lac operon on the plasmid. This, in turn, increases the probability of a reversion (-1 frameshift) in lac
copy.
A second model is the ampliﬁcation mutagenesis model. This model suggests that the reversion involves gene
duplication of the lac region.28, 29 Like the previous model, this model assumes the lac operon on the plasmid
possesses enough lactose catabolic activity that some cells can replicate. In some of these replicating cells, the
lac region on the plasmid is duplicated. This model assumes that the reversions do not occur in the non-growing
parental cells. Instead, some of the growing cells duplicate the lac region, which possesses some weak lactose
catabolizing activity. Unequal recombination increases the number of lac copies per cell, enabling even more
growth of these cells. This ampliﬁed number of lac operons increases the probability of a reversion (-1 frameshift)
in the developing clones. No change in either rate or speciﬁcity of mutagenesis occurs. But, this model does
require the +1 frameshift mutation to be “leaky” and that lactose be present in the selective media.30
The problem for many researchers was that adaptive mutations did not ﬁt their neo-Darwinian paradigm.
Eager to dismiss the concept, many geneticists probably found initial comfort in the third proposed model, the
hypermutation model.31 This model claims that the revertants resulted from randomly generated mutations
in the Lac- mutants. These Lac- mutants underwent a state of hypermutation, which increases the probability
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of a reversion (-1 frameshift) of the lac operon on the
F' plasmid. The hypermutation model was initially
supported by claims of 20 to 50-fold increases of nonselected mutations in the revertants.32 However, Roth
et al.33 challenged that achieving the observed number
of lac revertants would require the overall mutation
rate to be implausibly high. It was also found that only
about 10% of the adaptive mutants appear to have been
hypermutators.34 Thus, hypermutation does not appear to
be required for adaptive mutation within this speciﬁc F'
model.

Starvation
Helling, Vargas, and Adams35 obtained mutant strains
of E. coli following prolonged cultivation under glucoselimited conditions. They found that a stable co-existing
population of two different types of mutant strains
developed. One mutant possessed a greater rate of
glucose uptake v. the wild-type strain. Glucose uptake in
replication via
polymerase IV
the wild-type strain is regulated by a variety of feedback
C
mechanisms, including glucose metabolites. However,
this mutant apparently increases glucose uptake by
truncating its pathways for glucose catabolism,36 and
acetate is a dominant endproduct. Theoretically, this
mutant results from a reduction of feedback inhibition,
enabling increased glucose uptake.
The second mutant detected in this co-existing
population had mutations that reduced the regulatory
Figure 2. The recombination-dependent mutation control of acetyl CoA synthetase, causing over-expression
37
model for adaptive mutations of the lactose operon of this enzyme. This resulted in an enhanced ability of
on the F′ plasmid. The “leaky” +1 frameshift of the the mutants to scavenge the exogenous levels of acetate
lac operon provides enough energy from lactose being produced by the other mutant. Thus, together these
catabolism to initiate replication of the plasmid. (A) mutants had a greater survival in the glucose-limited
Persistent nicks in the plasmid cause the replication cultivation conditions. However, again, these two mutants
fork to collapse and leave exposed dsDNA. (B) Exposed are a form of antagonistic pleiotropy. The phenotypic
dsDNA initiates DNA repair with RecA, which inserts
beneﬁt from the mutations was at the expense of a
a ssDNA segment into the dsDNA. (C) Replication of
the DNA by the low ﬁdelity DNA polymerase IV gives metabolic pathway necessary for more efﬁcient glucose
an increased potential of replication errors leading to catabolism, and a regulatory system that is necessary for
normal genetic control. Also, the second mutant strain
numerous mutations.
is only beneﬁcial in conjunction with the other mutant.
Unless that mutant occurs, the acetyl-CoA mutant will not be advantageous.
A different set of bacterial mutants was obtained by cultivating Pseudomonas putida in starvation conditions
for a prolonged period in phenol-based minimal medium. An initial population of mutants involved reduced
activity of the DNA repair enzyme MutY.38 Oxidation of guanine to 7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine is a common
type of DNA damage in starving bacterial cells.39 The MutY repair enzyme is involved in repair of this damage.
Reduction of this repair activity probably precipitates an increase in C → A transversions.40 As the culture
continued to survive the starvation period, the population of transversion mutants was replaced by mutants
containing 1-3 bp deletions.41, 42 In addition, prolonged starvation appears to increase the activity of indigenous
IS elements in the cells,43, 44 presumably generating an increase of “knock out” mutations as a consequence.
Error-prone DNA polymerase also appears to contribute to survival of E. coli under starvation conditions.45
Loss or reduction of mismatch repair in E. coli46 and Bacillus subtilis47 signiﬁcantly increases their survival
in aging cultures. In fact, decreased DNA repair ﬁdelity and activity is typically associated with nutritionally
stressed bacteria.48 Presumably, the decrease of DNA repair enables increased rates of mutagenesis
(hypermutation).49 Increased mutation rates provide an increased possibility of a mutation beneﬁcial to survival
in a given environment. Thus, hypermutation has been associated with bacterial adaptation to a variety of
stressful conditions.50
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Severe stress, such as stationary-phase aging of
bacterial cells, also selects for a mutation in transcription
factors. A mutation in the sigma factor, σS, reduces the
factor’s regulatory activity, which appears to increase
CRP
cstA
survival of stationary-phase aging cells.51 However, the
mutated σS was most advantageous at a high pH, and
was detrimental at a low pH.52 Also, a mutation resulting
in a three-base-pair deletion of the leucine-responsive
B
regulatory protein (Lrp) eliminates its DNA-binding
activity.53 Lrp activates amino acid anabolism and
IS5D
CRP
IS5
represses amino acid catabolism.54 This mutant form of
ABC
the lrp gene appears to increase survival of aging cells
operon
in stationary-phase.55 Presumably the advantage of
either phenotype in aging cells is the loss or reduction of
cstA
transcription regulation by these factors, although the
exact molecular beneﬁt for less transcription control is
still speculative.56 Also, inactivation of the tricarboxylic
C
acid (TCA) cycle enzyme, aconitase, enhances survival
IS5/IS5D
of cells in the stationary-phase.57
IS5/IS5D
Another mutation of E. coli facilitated amino acid
CRP
ABC
cstA
catabolism
under starvation conditions, enabling
operon
the mutant to outcompete the parental wild-type.58
Figure 3. Genomic rearrangement resulting from activity This increased catabolism resulted from a genomic
of an indigenous IS element. (A) IS5 inserts between
rearrangement (Figure 3). The ﬁrst step of this
the CRP-binding site and the cstA gene. (B) IS5 then
undergoes inversion with IS5D, which is already located rearrangement was insertion of an indigenous IS5
upstream of an ABC-type transporter operon. (C) The element between the promoter and a CRP-binding
inversion causes the regions between IS5 and IS5D site (catabolite regulatory protein) of the starvationto invert. Hence, the ABC-type transporter operon is inducible cstA gene.59 The cstA gene encodes an
now positioned near the CRP-binding site and becomes oligopeptide permease.60 Following its insertion, the IS5
activated.
undergoes an inversion with a pre-existing IS5 element
located about 60 kb distant.61 This second IS element (IS5D) is located upstream of an operon encoding a high
afﬁnity ABC-type transporter.62 As a result of the inversion, the ABC-type transport operon is repositioned to
close proximity of the CRP-binding site, and cstA is moved away from its regulatory region.63 The cstA gene is
inactivated, but the ABC-type transporter operon is activated.64
The adaptive advantage of these mutations under starvation conditions appears to result from an enhanced
ability to scavenge amino acids, speciﬁcally aspartate and glutamate.65 Simultaneously inactivating oligopeptide
uptake and activating increased amino acid uptake helps to serve this purpose. Also, inactivation of lrp enhances
amino acid scavenging, but negatively effects amino acid biosynthesis. Hence, these mutants involve a trade-off
of resource utilization where amino acid utilization is enhanced and peptide utilization is depressed.
Each of these mutant strains has an antagonistic pleiotrophy characteristic. An existing system is traded for
an altered phenotype that is better suited to survive the speciﬁc stressful environment. Regulation is reduced
to enable overexpression. DNA repair and DNA polymerase ﬁdelity are reduced to enable increased mutation
rates (increasing the probability of a “beneﬁcial” mutation). A gene is inactivated by a process that concurrently
activates a silent gene. Such trade-offs provide a temporary beneﬁt to the bacterium, increasing its chances of
surviving speciﬁc starvation conditions. However, these mutations do not account for the origin of the silenced
genes, as their prior existence is essential for the mutation to be beneﬁcial.
IS5

A

Temperature Stress
Following cultivation of E. coli for 2,000 generations at 41.5ºC, various groups of thermal adapted mutants
were isolated.66 Several of these mutants contained at least one duplication near the 2.85 Mb position on the
chromosome. In addition, a 12 kb deletion was detected in one line of mutants. These duplication and deletion
events were not detected in the parental strain following cultivation for 2,000 generations at 37°C.67
Duplication of certain genes or groups of genes has been suggested as an adaptive strategy for bacteria.
Hence, certain environmental conditions seem to favor bacteria with speciﬁc genes duplicated.68,69 This may
have provided the organism a temporary increase in gene expression of those duplicated genes, which apparently
helped the organism cope with the higher temperature. However, once the duplicated regions no longer provide
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an advantage, they are likely eliminated by recombination.70
A second study found that after 2,000 generations at 41.5 °C, speciﬁc heat-inducible genes were expressed
at signiﬁcantly higher levels that in wild-type cells.71, 72 Not all known heat-inducible genes were affected, and
not all lines of the thermal adapted mutants possessed the same level of expression of each gene. While the
mutation of regulatory systems presumably was involved, the exact mechanism was not disseminated.
Antibiotic Resistance
When confronted with antimicrobials, such as antibiotics, bacteria frequently will develop resistance to
the compound. While this resistance often results from horizontal transfer of pre-existing resistance genes, a
signiﬁcant number also result from point mutations.73, 74 However, as discussed in detail by Anderson,75 these
mutations typically reduce or inactivate cellular systems or functions. Thus, the organism develops a resistance
to an antibiotic by eliminating certain systems, such as transport proteins, enzymatic activity, and binding
afﬁnity. For example, ampicillin resistance can result from an SOS response that halts cell division,76 loss of
nitroreductase activity can provide resistance to metronidazole and amoxicillin,77 and kanamycin resistance
can result from loss of a speciﬁc transport protein.78
Like many of the other beneﬁcial mutations just discussed, mutations providing antibiotic resistance are a
trade-off. In fact, they offer a very clear example of antagonistic pleiotropy. The organism sacriﬁces an existing
system with the trade-off that the antibiotic is no longer activated, transported, bound, etc.
Nylon Degradation
Nylon 6 is a synthetic polymer consisting of more than 100 units of 6-aminohexanoic acid. Other forms of
cyclic and non-cyclic nylon oligomers are formed as part of nylon 6 synthesis. Because nylon is not a natural
occurring molecule, bacteria would not have been exposed to this polymer until the 20th century. The recent
appearance of nylon degrading bacteria presents an interesting demonstration of bacterial ability to adapt to
an ever changing environment and substrate. It has also lead to a few highly exaggerated claims regarding
bacterial evolution.79
At the phenotypic level, the appearance of nylon degrading bacteria would seem to involve “evolution” of new
enzymes and transport systems. However, further molecular analysis of the bacterial transformation reveals
mutations resulting in degeneration of pre-existing systems. The most studied of the nylon degrading bacteria
is Arthrobacter sp. K172 (formerly Flavobacterium sp.80). This bacterium employs three enzymes for nylon
degradation, EI (NylA), EII (NylB), and EIII (NylC), which are found on the plasmid, pOAD2.81, 82
EI and EIII (also NylC in Agromyces sp.) have been initially characterized.83, 84 They apparently hydrolyze
the cyclic forms of some nylons, which provides a linear substrate for EII. However, no detailed analysis of the
mutational changes of EI or EIII has yet been performed.
The mutational changes of EII (6-aminohexanoatedimer hydrolase) have been characterized in detail.
Linear Nylon
Linear Nylon
Oligomers
This analysis suggests that point mutations in a
Oligomers
carboxyesterase gene lead to amino acid substitutions Carboxyl Esters
Carboxyl Esters
in the enzyme’s catalytic cleft. This altered the
enzyme’s substrate speciﬁcity sufﬁciently that it could
Catalytic Site
also hydrolyze linear nylon oligomers.85, 86 Yet, the EII
enzyme still possesses the esterase function of the parent
esterase. Thus, the mutational alteration results in a
reduction of the parent enzyme’s speciﬁcity (Figure 4).
Point
This enables it to hydrolyze a wider range of oligomers
Mutations
that include nylon oligomers.87
Nonetheless, reduced speciﬁcity of a pre-existing
Carboxyesterase
EII (Nyl B)
enzyme is biochemically degenerative to the enzyme,88, Figure 4. Conﬁrmational change of the carboxyesterase.
89
even if it provides a presumed phenotypic beneﬁt. The The esterase (left) can hydrolyze carboxy esters, but
“beneﬁcial” phenotype of nylon degradation requires the the conﬁrmation speciﬁcity of the enzyme’s catalytic
a priori existence of the enzyme and its speciﬁcity. Its site does not allow hydrolysis of other polymers, such as
degeneration is not a mechanism that accounts for the nylon. Point mutations in the enzymes’ gene can cause
a conformational alteration of the enzyme’s catalytic
origin of either the enzyme or its speciﬁcity.
site so that speciﬁcity is reduced (right). This reduced
Also on pOAD2 is a DNA region with a high homology speciﬁcity now allows the enzyme to hydrolyze a wider
to opp genes.90 These genes are involved in oligopeptide variety of oligomers, including the linear polymer,
transport. Nylon oligomers have many chemical nylon-6.
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similarities to oligopeptides, thus genes on this region of the plasmid may be involved in nylon transport into
the cell. No analysis of how these genes may have been altered by mutations has yet been preformed. However, it
is reasonable to speculate that a pre-existing opp gene or set of genes has been altered sufﬁciently by mutations
so that the transport proteins now have an afﬁnity for nylon in addition to naturally occurring oligopeptides. As
with enzymes, reduction of transport protein speciﬁcity is biochemically degenerative.
The enzyme and putative transport genes on pOAD2 appear to form a nylon degrading operon.91 As a plasmid
based operon, it can be transferred to various bacterial species. Thus, this gives it the potential for widespread
distribution in the bacterial world. What is more, the increasing amount of microbial degradation of synthetic
material92 may likely involve a similar mutational strategy as found with nylon degradation. This is a testament
to the versatility of bacterial adaptation. However, these mutations do not account for the origin of the enzyme
or transport protein speciﬁcity, merely their degeneration. Thus, this adaptive versatility has imposed limits as
well, and this ﬁts well within the types of mutational changes predicted by a creation model.
Horizontal Gene Transfer
Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is cell-to-cell transfer of genetic material, usually plasmids or transposons.
Plasmids are autonomous extrachromosomal segments of DNA. They may posses a variety of genes, including
genes for mobilization and antibiotic resistance.
HGT of plasmids merely transfers genetic material from one cell to another. Introduction of speciﬁc genes,
such as antibiotic resistance genes, via a plasmid can be beneﬁcial for bacterial survival. However, HGT of
plasmids does not directly account for the origin of the gene(s) being transferred, merely their movement within
the microbial world. The genes’ existence is a priori. This is consistent with a creation model where genes,
regulatory sites, and other genetic activity were formed at the initial creation event, and are not solely the result
of mutational or recombination events. The transfer of pre-existing genes and other genetic activity does not
account for the origin of the transferred activity. Also, unless the plasmid incorporates into the host chromosome,
it does not result in a mutation. Therefore, the contribution of plasmid HGT to bacterial adaptation is a separate
topic outside the scope of this paper.
A transposon is a segment of DNA that can be transferred from cell-to-cell via HGT. The transposon can be
maintained on a plasmid, but typically exists autonomous of plasmids, and merely moves from chromosome to
chromosome. Most cellular “transformation” by transposons involves (a) incorporation of new genes into the cell
from the transposon, (b) activation of “silent” genes, and/or (c) insertional disruption of genes and regulatory
sites on the host’s chromosome. The introduction of new genes into a cell (such as the antibiotic resistant genes
typically found on commonly studied transposons) may provide new genetic capability to the transformed cell.
However, as with plasmids discussed above, this does not account for the origin of these genes. Their existence
is a priori in the biological world.
By analogy, this is like transferring money from the left to the right pocket. The right pocket now has money
that it did not posses before, but you are no richer. This type of mechanism cannot account for the origin of the
money, merely its transfer among the population. As applied to the biological world, HGT of genes fails to explain
their origin, thus it fails to fulﬁll the genetic requirements for common descent. However, HGT does ﬁt within
the creation model where the transfer of existing genes would be predicted as an adaptive design feature.
A promoter on a transposon may also be able to serve as a promoter for a “silent” or promoterless gene.93 While
this makes for an interesting genetic transformation, it offers no answer to ultimate origin. Both the gene and
the promoter are already present in the biological world. What is more, how would a promoterless gene evolve?
An evolutionary origin requires an immediate and viable function for any “evolving” gene. Without immediate
functionality, the “evolving” sequence would be subject to selective removal. Rather than evolving independent
of a promoter and awaiting the arrival of the transposon’s promoter, these promoterless genes merely lost their
original promoter function at some point. Thus, promoters from transposons can serve as a surrogate.
While promoter surrogacy may provide a beneﬁcial phenotype to the bacterium, it does not account for the
origin of either the gene or the promoter, nor does it directly involve mutations. As such, it too is outside the scope
of the paper. Also, surrogacy is not a mechanism providing the genetic requirements for evolution’s common
descent of ancestry, where there must be an accounting of the origin of both the promoters and the promoterless
genes. However, such surrogacy is fully consistent with a creation model.
Most relevant to the focus of this paper are transpositional gene disruptions. When inserting into the
chromosome of the transformed cell, the transposon may disrupt a previously existing genetic system or function.
Transposon mutagenesis normally results in “knock out” mutations. On occasion, transpositional disruptions
will inactivate a regulatory system. This can result in a phenotypic change of the host, such as constitutive
production of an enzyme94 or activation of a “silenced” gene.95 Even though such disruptions may occasionally
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result in a “beneﬁcial” phenotype, they are another form of antagonistic pleiotropy. The beneﬁt is achieved at
the expense of a pre-existing genetic system. Thus, disruption or “knock out” mutations are fully consistent
with the overall genetic degeneration predicted by the creation model. But, these mutations are inconsistent
with a mechanism to account for the origin of ﬂight, vision, cognition, or any other biological system required
by common evolutionary descent.
Some transposons, known as foldback elements, can undergo speciﬁc folding when inserted into the host’s
chromosome. This folding can subsequently initiate extensive chromosomal rearrangement.96 However, we are
not aware that any foldback elements have been identiﬁed in bacteria. In addition, while transposon activity
can lead to the formation of new transposons (and even plasmids), the genetic activities of the newly formed
transposon originated from pre-existing genes, replication sites, etc.97
Implications of Beneﬁcial Mutations for a Creation Model
As these examples demonstrate, there are numerous forms of mutations that can assist bacteria in adapting
to various environmental conditions and dealing with adverse environments. Such mutations can be referred
to as “beneﬁcial,” in that they serve a beneﬁt to the organism. However, the beneﬁt is generally temporary and
transient. In fact, identifying many “beneﬁcial” mutations as a form of antagonistic pleiotropy descriptively
suggests the limited value of the mutations. Unnecessary or unused systems are eliminated in a manner that
provides a phenotype capable of better surviving a speciﬁc environment. While this trade-off enables survival,
it is at the expense of a pre-existing system or function. Typically the beneﬁt is also temporary. Beneﬁcial
mutations for one type of environment often do not serve a beneﬁt in a different environment, and perhaps are
even detrimental to survival in an altered environment.98, 99
Rigid ﬂexibility of bacterial mutations
Mutation and natural selection in bacteria, such as in the case of adaptive mutations or antibiotic resistance,
are often touted as “evolution in action.” As has been shown in the examples given, these mutations do not
account for the origin of new systems or functions. Many of the phenotypes result from loss of pre-existing
systems. Other phenotypes involve activation of inactive systems, but this activation often involves simultaneous
inactivation of another system. As such, they are not examples of mutations originating new cellular systems
or activities.
Instead, bacteria give every appearance of having been designed with a sophisticated ability to adapt to
a variety of extreme conditions. This should not be unexpected. Bacteria potentially face a wide variety of
environmental conditions. Most bacteria need the ability to adapt to ever changing environments and food
sources, and have little alternative but to adapt or die. A creating Designer would provide such ability to
bacteria. This may also be true for other unicellular organisms such as yeast and protists.
Yet, bacteria also possess a “rigid ﬂexibility.” This ﬂexibility allows bacteria the necessary genetic versatility
to adapt and survive in ever-changing environments.100 A creation model would predict that bacteria would be
designed for rapid and versatile adaptation. But, this change is limited and speciﬁc. Bacteria appear to have
been created to serve speciﬁc ecological roles, such as biomass conversion and organosubstrate degradation.
Thus, any adaptive changes would necessarily be limited so that the bacteria will continue to function in these
designed roles. The rigidity of possible changes would also limit bacteria to remain within its created baramin
(see Frair for a detailed analysis of created baramins101). This conserving or limiting effect of mutations ﬁts
with observable evidence of bacterial changes.
The very concept of antagonistic pleiotropy purposes that the mutation creates an antagonistic situation in the
cell. A system needed for one set of environmental parameters is sacriﬁced in order to better adapt to different
parameters. However, a change of these parameters may require the cell to reestablish the sacriﬁced system,
and perhaps sacriﬁce a different system instead. This balance continues through a variety of environmental
conditions and stress situations. Yet, at no point has the bacterial cell developed a new system. It is merely
managing the systems it already possesses. Instead, these mutations require the prior existence of the targeted
systems. As such, beneﬁcial mutations of bacteria ﬁt concisely within a creation model where biological systems
and functions were fully formed at creation. Any subsequent mutations may provide conditional beneﬁts
that enable the organism to survive harsh conditions, but the mutations are generally degenerative. Thus,
antagonistic pleiotropy ﬁts succinctly within a creation model.
The study of advantageous mutations is important for understanding the power and the limitation of mutations
for change in bacterial species. A greater understanding of them may assist in developing creation models of
speciation and adaptation in the post-Fall and post-Flood world. It may even assist in a better understanding of
the development of bacterial pathogenesis from a creationist perspective.
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Adaptive mutations are not used by most organisms
Although the differences between prokaryotes and eukaryotes are widely known, they are rarely differentiated
in studies of evolutionary change. The mantra seems to be Jacques Monod’s statement that, “Anything found
to be true for E. coli must also be true of elephants”.102 But elephants have choices that bacteria do not. If
food becomes scarce, elephants can migrate to areas where food is more plentiful. Although some bacteria
are motile, dramatic changes in location are not feasible. If the temperature becomes hostile or the preferred
nutrients become scarce, bacteria have three basic options: endospore formation (not possible for all types of
bacteria), adapt, or die.
Bacteria have been designed with great genetic diversity that sometimes is only accessible through genetic
alterations by mutations. For example, the ebg operon may be part of a complex backup system for the lac
operon in E. coli.103 Perhaps it has ultimately degenerated so that it does not serve the original backup function,
but certain mutations can reactivate portions of it. Many other bacterial systems also seem to have various
“backup” systems.104 Even a complex operation, such as polysaccharide degradation, has very few rate limiting
systems.105
There are several genetic and non-genetic factors that distinguish bacteria from humans and animals, and
allow the former to be successful in using mutations for adaptation. As Sanford106 states,
For all these reasons, selection in such systems [bacteria] is much more effective, precise, and can have much
higher resolution. This means that in bacteria, a much smaller proportion of the genome is near neutral and
un-selectable (this is why theorists typically prefer to use microbial examples) (p. 74).

Ploidy and cellularity differ
Humans are diploid, meaning that every cell (except germ cells) contains two complete copies of each
chromosome. Bacteria are generally haploid; each cell possesses only one complete copy of its single chromosome.
Under laboratory cultivation it is possible for an individual cell to posses multiple replication forks, hence it may
be partial diploid; that is, contain more than one copy of portions of the chromosome. But, it is unlikely this is a
normal state, and cell division naturally begins before two complete chromosomes are formed.
Being haploid is advantageous to the bacteria under conditions where beneﬁcial mutations are generated.
There are no dominant or recessive genotypes of a given gene. In humans, beneﬁcial mutations are less frequent
since mutations in both chromosomal copies of the gene would likely need to occur for the mutations to result
in a phenotypic change.
In addition, because of the multicellular composition of humans, altering the function of a particular tissue
or organ would require the beneﬁcial mutation either to occur in multiple cells or the mutated cell would have
to replace all existing cells. For bacteria, the adaptive mutations need only to occur in a single cell. Sanford107
states in regards to bacteria, “Perhaps most importantly, every cell is subject to selection, independently, every cell
division.” (italics in original) (p. 74). This situation is not true for a multicellular organism. A particular tissue
or organ would be selected for as a whole, not at the individual cell level. In addition, tissues and organs do not
function in isolation. They are part of organs and organ systems that are interconnected. These organ systems
must work together properly to allow an organism to maintain homeostasis. The complexity of multicellular
organisms makes the applicability of most types of beneﬁcial mutations found in bacteria unlikely.
In particular, adaptive mutations would not be expected in humans since the mutations would likely occur in
somatic cells, which are not inherited by their offspring. It is difﬁcult to imagine how adaptive mutations could
occur in germ cells since these cells would not be faced with any of the same selective pressures as the somatic
cells. Such a situation would revert back to a Lamarckian type evolution—a position with no genetic basis
in humans. What is more, even if the adaptive mutations occurred in germ cells, there is no guarantee that
offspring will exhibit the trait caused by the mutation. Two germ cells (that is, sperm and egg) must combine
to form the zygote, and it is unlikely they would have the same adaptive mutations. On-the-other-hand, the
unicellular nature of the bacteria ensures that the mutation is passed to subsequent generations.
Degree of functionality within the genome differs
An increasing proportion of the DNA within the genomes of humans is being found to be functional (that is,
“junk” DNA is not junk).108 This makes it difﬁcult to perceive how humans and animals could utilize many of
the types of “beneﬁcial” mutations found in bacteria. There are many sequences known as pyknons throughout
the human genome that do not code for proteins but appear to have some function (possibly structural or
regulatory).109 Also, transcriptional regions have been found within exons of known human genes.110
This overlapping nature of genes and regulatory functions in human and animal DNA means that a mutation
has a distinct possibility of affecting multiple aspects of the genome. Some of those affects may be beneﬁcial,
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but most would be detrimental. Bacteria need more genomic ﬂexibility for survival, so they are unlikely to have
these types of sequences or suffer multiple effects from a single mutation. Mutations in the human genome may
have many side effects, whereas those in bacteria are likely to have one speciﬁc effect. Beneﬁcial mutations in
bacteria are more likely to have a phenotypic impact and undergo stronger positive selection.
Population sizes and generation times differ
Bacterial populations reproduce much faster and produce more offspring than humans. This rapid generation
time and large population size means that bacteria can afford the “cost” of selection. When a bacterial population
faces adverse environmental conditions 99.999% of the cells may fail to adapt and subsequently die. However,
the small percentage that do survive are sufﬁcient for the population to survive. It can rapidly replenish the
population back to the original population size. The surviving bacteria may have multiple deleterious mutations
throughout their genome (that is, such as a result of being in a hypermutable state), however, they can compensate
by reversion or suppression mutations. Humans (and vertebrates) have much longer generation times and much
fewer offspring than bacteria. Consequently, an accumulation of multiple mutations will ultimately lead to
genetic decay.111 The “cost” of selection becomes more than the population can pay.112
Amount of “noise” differs
In population genetics, noise is a combination of genetic and non-genetic factors that affect the heritability of
a trait within the population. Human genomes are more affected by noise than bacterial genomes. For example,
the human trait of “ﬁtness” is extremely complex and greatly affected by noise.113 This may be because most
contemporary humans do not consistently face life threatening situations where speed or strength become vital
attributes. So, ﬁtness levels of humans are not under a strong selective pressure. Thus, ﬁtness in humans has
a low heritability factor.114 However, bacterial ﬁtness is frequently under strong selection, as it is a necessary
aspect of their constant life-death struggle. Bacteria that are “ﬁt” will be able to adapt and survive, whereas
those unable to adapt will die.
Adaptive mutations in humans may lead to cancer
Multiple mutations are characteristic of cancer cells. The number of mutations in cancer cells cannot be
sufﬁciently accounted for based on the spontaneous mutation rate alone, even if these cells have been exposed
to carcinogens.115 It has been suggested that possible developing cancer cells are much more like E. coli cells
under non-lethal selection.116 The quickly dividing cells would soon need a well-developed blood supply in order
to continue their rapid divisions. The blood supply will take time to develop and it is plausible that early cancer
cells would have limited nutrients available. Spontaneous mutations in cells that lead to a mutator phenotype
may be the ﬁrst step.117 The mutator phenotype would be similar to the hypermutable state in E. coli wherein
mutations are made but not repaired because of a faulty DNA repair system (discussed previously).
Adaptive mutations that allow the cancer cells to grow better under these conditions may occur. It has even
been shown that tumor cells with mutations in DNA repair systems have normal mutations rates when growing
and higher mutation rates when not growing. This suggests these cells are in a type of hypermutable state when
under nonlethal selection.118 Hall119 also points out the problematic nature of adaptive mutations for multicellular
organisms, such as humans, and he states,
The machinery that produces adaptive mutations would be very useful in single-cell organisms but might
be deleterious in multicell organisms where the requirement for organizing cells into tissues means that
programmed growth constraints must be applied to most cells. In multicellular organisms the activation of
that adaptive-mutagenesis machinery, which would be advantageous to the individual cell in that it would
allow that cell to divide rapidly, would be very disadvantageous to the organism, where the rapidly growing
population would be described as a tumor. (p. 5673)

Conclusion
Bacteria frequently develop mutations that enable them to survive and adapt to a variety of environmental
conditions. These mutations are generated by many different mechanisms, and provide a wide range of phenotypic
modiﬁcations. However, most of these mutations can be classiﬁed as a form of antagonistic pleiotropy. Some
existing systems are sacriﬁced as a means for surviving certain environments.
Antagonistic pleiotropy is a useful feature of a creation model. Bacteria face a variety of environmental
conditions and stressful situations. However, in order to survive, they must contend with any environmental
condition that confronts them. Antagonistic pleiotropy provides them genetic mechanisms where they can make
speciﬁc (and potentially detrimental) genetic changes that will then serve in a particular environment. If the
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environmental conditions change, the mutation usually becomes less beneﬁcial and perhaps even detrimental.
Hence, these mutations do not provide a genetic mechanism that accounts for the origin of biological systems or
functions. Rather, they require the prior existence of the targeted cellular systems. As such, beneﬁcial mutations
of bacteria ﬁt concisely within a creation model where (a) biological systems and functions were fully formed at
creation, (b) subsequent mutations can provide conditional beneﬁts that enable the organism to survive harsh
conditions even though the mutation is generally degenerative, and (c) most bacteria need the ability to rapidly
adapt to ever changing environments and food sources.
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